General Gift Recognition
Agreement

In recognition of Donor(s) financial support towards the Building Opportunities
Capital Campaign to build the Lakeside Respite Center, Opportunity Enterprises
(OE) would like to acknowledge your support through name placement on various
items. Your name will be printed as you indicate at the time of the gift.
Responsibilities of Opportunity Enterprises
OE will maintain the facility and surrounding premises in good condition and
exercise every effort to keep the recognition piece in good repair.
Responsibilities of Donor
Before the Naming is erected, Donor shall demonstrate reasonable and timely
pledge payments. After the Naming is affixed, Donor will continue pledge payments
as stated on the pledge form. Stoppage or failure to make donations will result in a
forfeiture of the recognition.
Modification of Naming
If during the useful life of the facility, the facility is closed, deconstructed, destroyed,
severely damaged, or significantly renovated, upgraded, or modified, then the
recognition plaque may no longer remain at its agreed upon location.
If donor wishes to modify naming wording, new naming must be mutally agreed
upon by donor who signed this contract and the Board. The cost for a new piece
will be the responsibility of the donor.
Termination of Naming
If, at any time, Donor determines that they would no longer like the recognition
plaque displayed Donor may notify OE of their wishes in writing and it will be
promptly removed at the cost of the Donor.
In the unlikely event the Board determines in its reasonable and good faith opinion
that the Naming chosen by Donor would adversely impact the reputation, image,
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mission or integrity of OE, Donor will be notified that the recognition plaque will be
removed. OE shall have no further obligation or liability to Donor and shall not be
required to return any portion of the gift. The Board may in its sole and absolute
discretion determine an alternative recognition for the gift.
Publicity
For the purpose of publicizing the project OE has the right, without charge, to use
name and image of the recognition plaque in any form of medium and to use,
reproduce, distribute, exhibit, and publish the media materials in any manner (ex:
brochures, website postings, marketing materials, reports and publications, etc.).
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